New York "closing statement" data provide unique insight into settlement and selection. The distributions of settlements and adjudicated damages are remarkably similar, and the average settlement is very close to the average judgment. One interpretation is that selection effects may be small or non-existent. Because existing litigation models all predict selection bias, we develop a simple, no-selection-bias model that is consistent with the data. Nevertheless, we show that the data can also be explained by generalized versions of screening, signaling, and Priest-Klein models. The distributions of settlements and adjudicated damages are remarkably similar, and the average settlement is very close to the average judgment. One interpretation is that selection effects may be small or non-existent. Because existing litigation models all predict selection bias, we develop a simple, no-selection-bias model that is consistent with the data. Nevertheless, we show that the data can also be explained by generalized versions of screening, signaling, and Priest-Klein models.
Introduction
For more than three decades, legal scholars have been fascinated and frustrated by the selection of disputes for litigation. The theory tantalizingly suggests that reality may be very different from what we observe. Nevertheless, because this conclusion relies on the contrast between observed judgments and usually unobservable settlements, it is vexingly difficult to test. In addition, because selection theory piggybacks on models of litigation and settlement, it reflects both the power of those models and their limitations, including unobservable parameters and unrealistic simplifying assumptions.
This article attempts to contribute to the empirical and theoretical literature on litigation, settlement, and selection by analyzing a unique dataset. For the last few decades, New York courts have required contingent fee lawyers to file "closing statements" that include a wealth of information, including, most importantly, settlement amounts. Because settlement amounts are usually confidential, these data provide an unusual and potentially powerful opportunity to test theories of litigation and selection.
Most "tests" of selection theory have focused on the plaintiff trial win rate. Priest and Klein (1984) famously hypothesized that, among the disputes that go to trial, plaintiffs would generally win fifty-percent of the time. No serious scholar, however, tests just for conformity with the fifty-percent prediction, because even Priest and Klein pointed out that the plaintiff trial win rate would often deviate from fifty percent for a variety of reasons, most importantly asymmetric stakes. In addition, Shavell (1996 p. 493) pointed out that, under Bebchuk's (1984) screening model, "any frequency of plaintiff victory at trial is possible." Nevertheless, by measuring the effect of factors that theory predicts affect the plaintiff trial win rate, one can test at least some versions of selection theories. See, e.g., Kessler, Meites & Miller (1996) .
More sophisticated tests of selection theories, such as Waldfogel (1995, 1998) , examine both the plaintiff trial win rate and the settlement rate. Nevertheless, as Gelbach (2016) has pointed out, nearly any combination of win rates and settlement rates can be accommodated under a "generalized Priest-Klein model." This article similarly shows that nearly any combination of win rates and settlement rates can be consistent with generalized versions of the standard screening and signaling models. So even empirical work using both win rates and settlement rates is unlikely to "prove" which settlement selection model (if any) is correct.
Other tests of selection theories have used unusual datasets that include information on settled cases. Klerman (2012) examines thirteenth-century privately-prosecuted criminal cases, where, for a short period of time judges took jury verdicts even in settled cases, so one can compare the prosecutor's win rate in settled and non-settled cases. Similarly, Studdert and Mello (2007) had experts score insurance files in medical malpractice cases, so they can compare the strength of litigated and settled cases. Both Klerman (2012) and Studdert and Mello (2007) confirm the existence of selection effects with respect to liability, the probability that the plaintiff will prevail. Both show that strong cases (where the plaintiff has a high probability of prevailing) are more likely to settle, whereas weak cases (where the plaintiff has a low probability of prevailing) are more likely to result in litigation.
The analysis in this article is in the spirit of Klerman (2012) and Studdert and Mello (2007) in that it takes advantage of a dataset with information on settled cases. Unlike Klerman (2012) and Studdert and Mello (2007) , the data examined here are about settlement amounts, rather than the strength of settled cases.
The data on damages suggests, surprisingly, that there may be little or no selection effects. The average settlement is almost identical to the average judgment in litigated cases. The distributions of settlements and judgments are also similar. The simplest interpretation of the data is that there is no discernible selection bias. Litigated cases look very similar to settled cases. This is surprising, because all existing models of litigation and settlement suggest that there should be selection effects. This article, therefore, sets out a simple model that predicts no selection bias and is consistent with the New York data. Klerman and Lee (2014) had argued that selection effects are partial. This article goes further and presents data and theory that suggest that, at least sometimes, there may be no selection effects at all.
Moreover, the fact that average damages equal average judgments is inconsistent with simple versions the three canonical litigation models: Bebchuk's (1984) screening model, Reinganum and Wilde's (1986) signaling model, and Priest and Klein's (1984) model. Nevertheless, we also show that all three of these models can be generalized to be consistent with a wide range of observed data, including the New York data analyzed in this article.
Thus, even with the unusually rich data analyzed here, it is not possible to reject any of the standard models. The best one can say is that some models require more restrictive assumptions than others. The "no selection bias" model requires the fewest parameter assumptions, and, unlike the screening and signaling models, does not require litigation costs to be low. Occam's razor might, therefore, suggest that the no-selection bias model is the most plausible explanation of the New York data.
The theoretical results in this article-that standard models can be generalized to explain a wide range of data-are in line with other papers that show non-falsifiability. For example, Shavell (1996) shows that the Bebchuk screening model can generate any plaintiff trial win rate, and thus that that model cannot be falsified using win-rate data. Similarly, as discussed further in Section 4.C.ii, Gelbach (2016) shows that a generalized version of the Priest-Klein model can generate nearly any combination of plaintiff trial win rates and settlement rates, so such data cannot be used to show the superiority of asymmetric information models. Relatedly, Gelbach (2012 Gelbach ( , 2012a shows that changes in pleading standards are consistent with both increases and decreases in motions-to-dismiss filing and grant rates.
Section 2 describes the data and five facts about settled and litigated disputes in New York: (1) the settlement rate is very high (98.5%), (2) plaintiffs win 29% of litigated cases, (3) the average settlement amount equals the average judgment amount, (4) judgment amounts range widely, and lower judgments are more common than higher ones, and (5) settlement amounts also range widely, lower settlements are more common than higher ones, and the distribution of settlements roughly matches the distribution of expected judgments. Section 3 sets out a simple model with no selection bias that is consistent with the data. Section 4 shows that the data are inconsistent with simple versions of all three canonical settlement models. It also shows, however, that generalizations of these models allow all of them to generate predictions consistent with the data. Section 5 concludes.
Data and Five Facts to be Explained
The data used in this article are described in some detail in Helland, Klerman Dowling & Kappner (2017) . As such, this section will highlight only a few especially relevant aspects. Since 1957, courts in New York City have required contingent fee lawyers to file "closing statements" in cases involving personal injury, property damage, or wrongful death. The main purpose of these closing statements is to ensure that that the lawyer does not overcharge the client, so these statements include an accounting of payments received from the defendant or defendant's insurer (whether by judgment or settlement), expenses paid by the lawyer (such as filing fees or payments to experts), the lawyer's fee, liens on the judgment (such as amounts paid by workers' compensation or litigation financing), and the amount actually paid to the client. This article focuses on amounts paid by the defendant, whether as the result of settlement or court judgment.
Closing statements must be filed whenever a lawyer retained on contingent fee resolves a case, whether the case settled or went to judgment, and even if the case settled without ever having been filed in court. That is, even settlements that were reached wholly without judicial intervention, or even without contact with the courts, still trigger the obligation to file a closing statement. In addition, unlike most insurance closed claim data, these statements are filed even if the plaintiff recovered nothing, so they also provide information on the plaintiff trial win rate. Thirteen percent of cases in the New York data set were abandoned. Those cases are excluded from the analysis in this article. While such cases could be classified as settlements for $0, that is not a plausible way of analyzing abandoned cases, because none of the standard models discussed in this article predict a large fraction of settlements for $0. Rather, abandoned cases probably reflect nuisance suits the defendant refused to settle or cases where investigation or discovery revealed that the plaintiff's case was very weak. Analysis of abandoned cases would require more complicated models that take into account nuisance suits and/or the revelation of information over time. It is especially illuminating to graph settlements and expected judgments. Graphing expected judgments requires taking into account judgments for the defendant, where the plaintiff recovered nothing. Of course, we do not know what the judgment would have been in those cases, so it is impossible to know whether defendant judgments are more common among lowdamage cases, high-damage cases, or equally common among all levels of damages. Figure 2 shows the distributions of settlements and expected judgments, if judgments for the defendant (zero judgments) were equally common among all levels of damages. The two distributions are remarkably similar. Not only are average settlements and judgments nearly the same, but the two may share nearly identical distributions. Of course, there are some differences. For example, the standard deviation of settled cases is very high. This reflects the disproportionate influence of a few outliers.
3 In addition, settlements seem to clump together at round numbers, such as $25,000, $50,000, and $75,000, causing humps in the distribution of settled cases. 4 Although the graphs above are truncated at $100,000, the similarity continues for higher recoveries. The similarity for the entire distribution is best seen in a graph where both settlement and expected judgment are expressed in logarithms. As can be seen, the overall distributions remain similar when recoveries are logged, although the distribution of settled cases is less smooth and somewhat more concentrated near the center of the logged distribution.
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The similarity in the means and distributions suggests that there may be very little selection bias. The sections that follow show how that could be consistent with theory -both with a simple (and new) model with no selection effects, and with generalized versions of the three most influential existing models. Of course, other explanations are possible. For example, it might be that high damages cases are more likely to settle (which would make the average settlement higher than the average judgment, if bargaining power were equal), but defendants have greater bargaining power (bringing the average settlement down to the average judgment).
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For the purposes of this article, the data reveal five salient characteristics of contingencyfee litigation in New York City:
1) The settlement rate is 98.5%, which is very high. 5 The authors thank Martin Wells for suggesting graphing the log of settlements and expected recoveries. 6 Standard models predict that settlement rates go down with damages, because litigation costs go up less than proportionally. On the other hand, standard models assume risk neutrality, and, if parties are risk averse, settlement rates might go up with damages.
2) The plaintiff trial win rate is 29%. That is, of cases that were resolved by judgment, the defendant won 71% of the time, and the plaintiff received a non-zero judgment 29% of the time. 3) The average settlement is almost identical to the average judgment. The average payout in settled cases is $89,168, and the average judgment (including zero judgments for the defendant) is $92,534. 4) Judgment amounts follow the distributions illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 1 . In particular, non-zero judgments range widely, from less than a dollar to well over a million, and the density of judgments falls as judgment amounts increase, except for very low judgments. 5) Like judgments, settlements range from one dollar to well over a million, and the density of settlement amounts falls as settlements amounts increase, except for very low settlements. More particularly, the distribution of settlements is very similar to the distribution of the expected value of judgments, i.e., to the product of the plaintiff trial win rate times actual judgments, as depicted in Figure 2 .
The rest of this article shows how these five facts are or are not consistent with theoretical models of settlement, including the most common models, generalizations of them, and a new no-selection-bias model.
A Simple Model with No Selection Bias
Consider a simple inconsistent-priors model where the parties' estimates of damages are, on average, unbiased and equally accurate.
8 Let > 0 be the true damages if the case were to go to trial and plaintiff were to win. The parties, who are risk-neutral, do not know and have inconsistent priors about the true value of . The plaintiff estimates the damages to be = (1 + ), and the defendant as = (1 + ), where and are independent errors, uncorrelated with , have mean zero, and are uniformly distributed 9 over the interval [− , ], where 0 < < 1.
10 For example, if the true damages are 100 and = 0.8, then the plaintiff's or defendant's estimate damages can be as low as 20 or as high as 180. The fact that and are always greater 7 It should be noted that the plaintiff trial win rate is very low and would make the plaintiff's threat to go to trial non-credible if one made the standard assumption that litigation costs were one-third of damages. The rest of this article assumes litigation costs are low enough to solve the plaintiff's threatcredibility problem. See also Bebchuk (1996) on why plaintiff credibility might not be a problem even if litigation costs were higher.
8 Urs Schweizer's comments shows that similar results can be achieved by assuming that the parties receive private signals. See __.
9 Any mean zero, symmetric distribution, such as truncated normal, would work equally well. Uniform distribution makes the math and proofs easier.
10 Urs Schweizer's comment shows that the model can be further simplified by assuming errors take three values rather than being uniformly distributed. See __ . This assumption would make the proof of Proposition 1 much simpler and more elegant. In his model, average judgments would converge to average settlements as parties became more accurate (e.g. as and go to zero). Similarly, the distribution of settlements would converge to the distribution of expected judgments. than negative one assures that the parties' estimates of are always positive. For another model featuring party estimates with bounded errors, see Schweizer (2016) . Note that as approaches zero, the parties' estimates of will become more and more accurate, and when is small enough, all cases will settle. Importantly, each party knows the other's prior, and yet they do not learn from the other's estimates and cannot come to an agreement on the value of . For a model of this type, see Spier & Prescott (2016) .
The probability that the plaintiff will prevail is , which is fixed, invariant to , and common knowledge. The parties estimate that their litigation costs will be proportional to their estimates. Thus, the plaintiff expects her litigation cost to be = , and the defendant estimates his to be = . We assume 0 < < to ensure that litigation costs are positive and that the plaintiff's threat to go to trial is credible. As is conventional, settlement is assumed to be costless and to require no litigation expenditures.
11 The parties settle if and only if there is a settlement amount, , that both plaintiff and defendant would perceive as making them better off than if the case when to trial:
12 Parties have equal bargaining power, so, if they settle, they settle at the mid-point of the bargaining range,
Under this model, we show that there is no selection bias.
PROPOSITION 1. (THE NO-SELECTION-BIAS MODEL).
Under the model set out in the prior paragraph, all case types (levels of damages) are equally likely to be litigated, so there is no selection bias in disputes that go to trial. In addition, as the settlement rate approaches one (e.g., as gets sufficiently small or as approaches ), the average settlement amount approaches the average judgment. In particular,
, where is the settlement rate.
The proof is included in the Appendix. The main no-selection-bias result, however, is easy to see. With a little rearranging, the necessary and sufficient condition for settlement can be rewritten as ≤ ( + )/( − ) + 2 /( − ). Since , , , and are uncorrelated with , this means that each case type (damage level) is equally likely to go to trial, so there are no selection effects. Litigated cases will look like a random sample of all cases. The proof in the Appendix establishes the relationship between average settlement and average judgment.
With this model, it would be relatively simple to replicate the five facts about the New York data from the prior section. The settlement rate can be 98.5% simply by making the parameter related to the size of party errors, , only slightly larger than / . (If = / , then all cases would settle). The plaintiff trial win rate can be 29% (or any other value) simply by setting equal to the plaintiff trial win rate. With a settlement rate of 98.5%, the model predicts that the average settlement will be within 1.5% of the average judgment, which means that average settlement would be very close to average judgments, as observed.
13 By setting the distribution of true damages, , to match the observed distribution of judgments, the distribution of judgments will match the observed distribution, and settlements will follow a similar distribution.
Consistency with Canonical Litigation Models

A. Screening Model i. Simple version
Under Bebchuck's (1984) original screening model, a risk-neutral plaintiff sues a riskneutral defendant. The damages, , that the plaintiff would win if the case went to trial is assumed to be known by both parties, but the defendant knows the probability that the plaintiff will prevail, , whereas the plaintiff knows only the probability density function of , (•) defined over [ , 1] . This model will not generate any dispersion in damage amounts, so it is not appropriate for the New York data. Nevertheless, the model can be easily modified to produce judgments with a distribution of damage amounts. Instead of assuming that the damage amount is fixed and common knowledge, one could assume that damages follow a probability distribution, (•), defined over [ , ∞] , that the plaintiff knows the true damages, but that the defendant knows only the distribution. Similarly, whereas in Bebchuk's original model, the amount of damages was assumed to be fixed and common knowledge, in this modified model, the plaintiff's probability of prevailing, p, is assumed to be fixed and common knowledge.
14 The defendant makes a takeit-or-leave-it settlement offer, S, to the plaintiff, which the plaintiff accepts or rejects depending on litigation costs and its private information about damages. The plaintiff and defendant are assumed to have litigation costs and , respectively, where < , so plaintiff always has 13 The average settlement would be within 1.5% of the average judgment according to Proposition 1, because 1/ = 1/0.985 ≈ 1.015. Of course, the model predicts that average settlements will be slightly higher than average judgments, where in the data they are slightly lower. This may reflect the fact that the model assumed equal bargaining power, whereas, in reality, defendants may have more bargaining power. Note also, that, depending on what percentage of cases are trimmed, the average settlement may be higher than the average judgment. See note _.
14 The probability that the plaintiff prevails could also take on a distribution of values, as long as the mean was known to both parties and did not vary with damages, . a credible threat to go to trial. Plaintiff accepts the settlement offer if ≥ − . That is, plaintiff accepts if its type is below a threshold value, * = ( + )/ , or, equivalently, if the expected value of the case (disregarding litigation costs) is less than * . The defendant's optimal settlement offer, , depends on the distribution of disputes, (•), which is the distribution of damages if all cases were litigated. The distribution of disputes will also determine the fraction of cases that settle or litigate. If most cases have damages very close to , but there are some cases with very high damages, then the settlement rate will be very high because the optimal settlement offer, , will be set to extract low settlements from the large number of low damage cases, resulting in litigation with the small number of plaintiffs who know that the damages are high. Conversely, if a fair number of cases have low damages, but a significant number have much higher damages, the defendant's settlement offer will be set to settle with the low cases but not the larger number high damage cases, and the settlement rate will be lower. The selection of disputes under the screening model for a distribution of damages similar to that in the New York data is depicted graphically in Figure 4 . All cases with expected value above the threshold, * , go to trial. This means that the average judgment is larger than the average settlement. This suggests that the simple screening model could yield results that predict only two of the observed facts about the New York cases in the dataset.
1) The settlement rate could be very high (98.5%) by assuming a distribution of disputes with many, clustered low value suits and a small number of high value disputes.
2) The plaintiff trial win rate could be 29% by simply assuming that p, the unvarying probability that plaintiff prevails, is 0.29. 3) Average judgments will not equal average settlements. As noted above, the plaintiff only rejects the offer, S, if < − . Since is the expected value of litigated disputes, and S is the settlement value, the (average) settlement amount will be significantly lower than the expected value of litigated disputes. 4) It will also be impossible to get the model to match the distribution of judgments, because litigated judgments should never go below the threshold established by the settlement offer. It is clear from the data that there are many judgments lower than settlement offers. In fact, the lowest judgment in the data is 10 cents. 5) Settlement values will not range widely (or at all) or be similar to the distribution of judgments, because, under the screening model, there is only a single settlement amount which is offered to all defendants.
Reversing the information structure, and assuming that defendant knows the damages and plaintiff knows only the distribution, would not help. The results would essentially just flip the shaded and unshaded areas in Figure 4 , and it would still be impossible for the model to generate a range of settlement amounts or for the average settlement to equal the average judgment.
ii.
Generalized Screening Model
Although the screening model in its original version is not consistent with the five observed facts about New York litigation, the model can be generalized to be consistent with them (and, in fact, with a wide array of data on settlement rates, plaintiff trial win rates, and the distribution of settlement and judgment amounts). To generalize the model, we start with Bebchuk's original version of the screening model, where damages are fixed and there is asymmetric information about the plaintiff's probability of prevailing. Then we set the distribution of disputes, the fraction of cases in which plaintiff (or defendant) has superior information, and other parameters so that the model generates the desired settlement rate and plaintiff trial win rate. Then we assume that potential damages (damages in all cases, including damages in cases that settle or result in judgments for the defendant), in fact, vary in ways consistent with the observed judgments, that damages are common knowledge to the parties, and that the parties play the Bebchuk screening game with the parameters just mentioned for each level of damages.
More formally, consider the following definitions, proposition, and proof. DEFINITION 1. A data set is described by aggregate data profile ( , , , ( ), ( )) if:
1) The settlement rate is ∈ (0,1).
2) The plaintiff trial win rate is ∈ (0,1 The idea behind non-falsifiability is that a given litigation dataset does not invalidate a particular model unless there is no set of model parameters that predict the aggregate data profile. Of course, an aggregate data profile may be generated by more than one set of parameters. Thus, we only consider whether an aggregate data profile can be generated by at least one set of parameters.
In our dataset, we have ( , , , ( ), ( )) = (0.985,0.29, 1, ( ), ( )), where ( ) and ( ) are the observed distributions of judgments and settlements. Furthermore, we noted that the distribution of settlements appears to be in a particular relationship with ( ). Namely, ( ) ≈ ( / )/ . For this reason, we will focus our results to the non-falsifiability of generalized screening (and signaling) models with respect to ( , , , ( ), ( / )/ ).
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Note that can be greater than, equal to, or less than 1. For ease of exposition, we will assume < 1 and > 0. In other words, it cannot be too much greater than 1. In the case of generalized screening models, we find that the aggregate data profile can be generated exactly. In the case of generalized signaling models, we show only that the aggregate data profile can be generated arbitrarily closely. It should be noted that our results are sufficient but not necessary conditions for establishing non-falsifiability. The fact that some of the required conditions do not hold does not mean that either of these models has been falsified.
Under this set-up, we have the following result. The proof is included in the Appendix. The main idea is the following. Given a particular damage amount, , we construct a defendant-offer screening model in which weak plaintiffs all settle for a single settlement amount, and strong plaintiffs all go to trial with the same probability of trial victory. Likewise, we construct a plaintiff-offer screening model that forms a mirror image of the defendant-offer screening model. If the defendant-offer models and the plaintiff-offer models arise in the proper ratio, the average plaintiff trial win rate of the 15 We have not shown the non-falsifiability results for general ( ).
combined models is and the settlement amount is always . By allowing to be distributed according to ( ), we can also ensure that the settlement values are distributed according to ( / )/ .
Remark 2.1. The proof requires either to be small (smaller than , /2, and (1 − )/(2 − )) or that plaintiffs are willing to go to trial without credible threats. Although the assumption of small may seem implausible, it should be remembered that represents the incremental cost of litigation over settlement. While it is true that total litigation costs are usually more than 14% of judgments, much of those costs-pre-filing investigation, pleading, and, in many cases, much discovery-would be usually be incurred even if the case settled. So it is not implausible to think that the incremental cost of litigation (e.g. trial) is less than or equal to 14% of the judgment. In addition, as mentioned above, these are merely sufficient conditions for establishing non-falsifiability. The fact that we observe higher in practice does not mean the model has been falsified.
Remark 2.2. The set of feasible values will be non-empty for a wide set of parameters. For example, it is clear that when = 1, the set is necessarily non-empty. When < 1, we can also show that the set is non-empty as long as > 2/(4 − ), regardless of .
B. Signaling Model i. Simple Signaling Model
The signaling model is different from the screening model in that the party with private information makes the offer and thereby signals her information to the receiver. Under Reinganum & Wilde (1986) 's original signaling model, a risk-neutral plaintiff sues a risk-neutral defendant. The probability that the plaintiff will prevail at trial, , is known by both parties, but only the plaintiff knows the extent of true damages, . The defendant only knows the distribution of damages (plaintiff types). is assumed to be distributed according to (•) defined over [ , ̅ ] . The plaintiff makes a take-it-or-leave-it settlement demand, and the defendant probabilistically accepts the settlement demand based on the amount. In equilibrium, the plaintiff's settlement demand fully and accurately reveals its type, which is true damages. The settlement amount increases monotonically with true damages, and the defendant's probability of rejection also increases monotonically with the settlement amount so that weak plaintiffs do not bluff and demand higher amounts than the equilibrium allocates to them. More specifically, in equilibrium, each plaintiff demands + , the expected value of trial plus the defendant's cost of going to trial. Under this model, the observed plaintiff trial win rate will be and the observed distribution of judgments will range from from ̅ , but will be skewed toward higher amounts as compared to the underlying distribution of damages. The observed settlement value will range from + to ̅ + , but the distribution will be skewed toward lower amounts as compared to the shape of the underlying distribution of damages. Although settlement values are distributed with a skew toward left, because the plaintiff can extract from the defendant, it is possible that the average settlement may match or even exceed the expected value of trial for the plaintiff. That is, although the average for settled cases will be lower than the average for litigated cases, since settlements are + , the average settlement might be the same or higher than the average judgment. Nevertheless, this will occur only when the dispersion of damages is low compared to litigation costs. The selection of disputes under the signaling model for a distribution similar to that in the New York data is depicted graphically in Figure 5 . When, as in the New York data, judgments can range from a few hundred dollars to several million, the average settlement will be much lower than the average judgment. The simple signaling model is, therefore, inconsistent with the third characteristic of the data set out in Section 2. In addition, settlement rates will be lower than 98.5%, because, in order for the plaintiff to have an incentive to make low settlement offers when it knows damages are low, the defendant must reject with positive probability all settlement offers above the most minimal amount, and the probability of rejection (litigation) must increase with the amount offered in settlement. Calculations with the known distribution of judgment damages suggest that, if the New York judgments were generated by the simple signaling model, the average settlement would be $2 (compared to an average judgment of $92,534) and the settlement rate would be less than 1% (as opposed to the 98.5% actually observed).
Switching the information structure and assuming that the defendant has superior information would not help. As with the screening model, switching the information structure would essentially flip the shaded and unshaded areas in Figure 5 . The settlement rate would be even lower, and average settlements would far exceed average judgments. 17 ii.
Generalized Signaling Model
Like the simple screening model, the simple signaling model can be generalized to make predictions consistent with the New York data. As with the screening model, the key is to assume that the parties know the damages 18 and that the informational advantage and probability of prevailing are distributed in a way that generates the desired settlement rate and plaintiff trial with rate.
19 Then, one can easily construct a distribution of damage amounts to match the observed distribution of settlements and judgments. More formally, we show the following. The proof can be found in the appendix. The main idea is similar to that of Proposition 2. Given a particular damage amount, , we construct a plaintiff-offer signaling model in which a lowest potential damage amount is set differently, results change somewhat, but are qualitatively similar. We also made calculations excluding low judgments from the data set (e.g. judgments for less than $1000 or $10,000) and varying the assumption about how much lower the lowest potential judgment was than the lowest actual non-excluded judgment (10%, 1% or 0.1% lower). The average settlements increase to between $688 and $9912, and the settlement rate increases to between 3% and 93%, depending on which judgments are excluded and on the assumption about the lowest potential damage amount. Nevertheless, the wide divergence between average settlements and average judgments remains, as does the fact that settlement rates are below the observed 98.5%. If one followed Reinganum & Wilde's (1986) original assumption that litigation costs are fixed, the model would still produce results that are far from the observed data. One would also have to assume absurdly low litigation costs (e.g. 2 cents) in order to preserve the credibility of the plaintiff's threat to take each case to trial, or one would need to delete from the data set all cases with low damage amounts.
weak group of plaintiffs settle at a constant settlement value, strong plaintiffs sometimes settle and sometimes litigate with a particular probability of prevailing. Likewise, we construct a defendant-offer signaling model that forms a mirror image of the plaintiff-offer signaling model. If the defendant-and plaintiff-offer models arise in the appropriate ratio, the average plaintiff trial win rate of the combined models is . We then again allow to be distributed according to ( ). However, there is one importance difference as compared to the screening model: there will always be at least two different settlement values for each value of for both the plaintiffand defendant-offer models, which means that the distribution of settlements and expected judgments will not be identical. Nevertheless, as the population of weak plaintiffs (defendants) in the plaintiff-offer (defendant-offer) model goes to 0, the resulting settlement values will be distributed nearly according to ( / )/ , and will approach ( / )/ in a pointwise manner.
Remark 3.1. As with the generalized screening model results, the proof for the signaling model requires either to be small or otherwise assumes that plaintiffs are willing to go to trial without credible threats. Here, too, when = 1, we need to be at least twice .
Remark 3.2. The set of feasible values will be non-empty for a wide set of parameters. If = 1, for example, the set will be trivially non-empty. For < 1 and close to 1, the set will be non-empty as long as is greater than 2/3.
C. The Priest and Klein Model
A number of scholars have formulated models with two-sided incomplete information. Priest and Klein's (1984) model is usually classified as a "divergent expectations" model, but Klerman (2016 & 2017) show that the Priest-Klein model can also be interpreted as a model with two-sided incomplete information, and that most of Priest and Klein's original results can be proven rigorously under such a model. Schweizer (1989) set out the first gametheoretically rigorous model of two-sided incomplete information. The model in that article, however, assumes that information and thus outcomes are discrete, and it would be difficult to adapt it to a situation, like that observed in the New York data, where outcomes (damages) are essentially continuous over a wide interval. Daughety and Reinganum (1994) develop an ingenious model where the plaintiff has superior information about damages, but the defendant has superior information about liability. Nevertheless, their model assumes that damages and the plaintiff's probability of prevailing are both distributed uniformly over some interval, and we have not figured out how to adapt their model to a situation, like that observed in the New York data, where lower damages seem to be more common than higher damages. Gelbach (2016) generalizes the Priest and Klein model, and his generalization is particularly helpful here.
i. Simple Priest-Klein Model
The simple version of the Priest-Klein model assumes that damages do not vary, and that incomplete information is about case merit, which is closely related to the probability that the plaintiff prevails. Unlike the screening and signaling models, the Priest-Klein model changes dramatically when incomplete information is about damages rather than the probability the plaintiff will prevail. Whereas the screening and signaling models work almost identically when probability of prevailing is fixed and damages vary and when damages as fixed and probability of prevailing varies, that is not true of the Priest-Klein model.
A key to the Priest-Klein model is that the parties get signals about case merit, , and that there is a threshold value, * , the legal standard, that divides cases into those that the plaintiff wins, > * , and those that the plaintiff loses, ≤ * . The parties must estimate the probability that the plaintiff will prevail based on how close their signals are to * and based on the accuracy of the signals. If, instead, the parties know case merit, , or if both receive the same signal about case merit, and if the parties receive noisy signals about damages, , the model will, essentially, be the no-selection-bias model discussed in Section 3. In that model, the probability of prevailing is common knowledge, and the parties receive unbiased information about damages. 20 ii.
Generalized Priest-Klein Model Gelbach (2016) generalizes the Priest-Klein model in a way that is particular helpful and allows one to replicate almost any combination of plaintiff trial win rate, settlement rate, and distribution of damages and settlements. Gelbach shows that all of the standard litigation models, including Priest and Klein (1984) , can be represented in "reduced form." In reduced form, each case is represented by the potential damages, , and a pair of beliefs, the plaintiff's belief about its probability of prevailing, , and the defendant's belief about the plaintiff's probability of prevailing, . A reduced form consists a distribution of party beliefs about the plaintiff's probability of prevailing, a litigation rule stating which cases will result in litigation, and a conditional win rate function stating the probability the plaintiff would win each case, if it were litigated. The first two aspects of the reduced-form approach are best illustrated in a graph, such as the one below, which is a possible representation of the New York data:
20 If the parties in the Priest-Klein model, as formalized in Lee and Klerman (2016) , had incomplete information about damages, there would be some differences with the model in Section 3, because the model in Section 3 is a model with inconsistent priors, and the model assumed in most of Lee and Klerman (2016) is a model with consistent priors and two-sided, correlated incomplete information. Nevertheless, as discussed in Lee and Klerman (2016) , the difference between inconsistent priors and consistent priors in a model like Priest-Klein is very small. See Lee and Klerman (2016) pp. 61, 62 n. 9, 68. Damages, , are assumed to be fixed. Defendants' beliefs about plaintiffs' probability of prevailing are along the horizontal axis, and range from zero to 1. Plaintiffs' beliefs are along the vertical axis. The Priest-Klein model follows the LPG (Landis-Posner-Gould) litigation rule, under which cases litigate if and only if plaintiff are sufficiently more optimistic to offset the litigation savings from settlement, > + ( + )/ . 21 That means that the plaintiff litigates only if cases fall in the upper left triangle of the above graph. Although it is not represented in the graph, it is easy to concoct a plausible conditional win rate-the average of the two parties' beliefs, ( + )/2. The two ellipses in the above graph represent the distribution of cases. Cases within the ellipses have density one. Cases outside the ellipses have density zero. 22 The fact that the upper ellipse is symmetric around the line ( + )/2 = 0.29 means that the plaintiff trial win rate is 29%, although any other plaintiff trial win rate between (1 − ( + )/ ) and ( + )/ could be represented by moving that line up or down. If 21 Like Priest and Klein's original model, Gelbach also considers settlement costs, and . That is a complication not necessary here, so we have omitted it. 22 The elliptical shapes and binary densities are for convenience only. Any densities symmetric across the line ( + )/2 = 0.29 would work equally well. litigation costs are equal, = , and parties have equal bargaining power, the fact that the lower ellipse is also symmetric around the line ( + )/2 = 0.29 means that the average judgment will equal the average settlement. Any settlement rate can be achieved merely by changing the relative size of the two ellipses. In Figure 6 , the ellipse representing settled cases is much larger, because in the New York cases nearly all cases (98.5%) settle. Nevertheless, by making the ellipsis representing settled cases larger or smaller (or by changing the size of the ellipsis representing litigated cases), any plaintiff trial win rate can be represented. Gelbach (2016) shows that any reduced form can be represented as a generalized PriestKlein model. 23 A generalized Priest-Klein model is the original Priest-Klein model in which various parameters take on a distribution of values. So, some cases might have asymmetric stakes while others might have equal stakes. Litigation costs might also vary. That means that the reduced form illustrated above, where the plaintiff trial win rate is 29%, the settlement rate is 98.5%, and average settlements equal average judgments, can be achieved by manipulating the distribution of parameters in the generalized Priest-Klein model.
All that remains, as in the other generalized litigation models, is to replicate the generalized Priest-Klein model (with the distribution of parameters assumed in the prior paragraph) for multiple damages levels, with a distribution of damages matching the distribution of non-zero judgments observed in the New York data. Then all five litigation facts set out in Section 2 will be predicted by the model.
Conclusion
The New York data provide unique insight into the distribution of damages and settlements amounts in ordinary tort litigation. The distribution of damages and settlements are remarkably similar, and the average settlement is very close to the average judgment. This suggests that selection effects may be small or non-existent. Although all existing litigation models predict selection bias, it is relatively easy to create an inconsistent-priors model that results in no selection effects. The New York data are inconsistent with simple versions of the standard screening and signaling models, and with the Priest-Klein model. Nevertheless, those three models can be generalized so as to be consistent with the New York data. Thus, the New York data do not allow us to choose among the various models. One might, however, prefer the no-selection-bias model as the simplest model consistent with the data. 23 Gelbach's proof of the representation theorem assumes a distribution of a parameter which Gelbach calls , where = ( + − − )/ . Nevertheless, it is not necessary that damages , , vary, as long as the other components of , litigation and settlement costs, can vary. So it is appropriate to construct a reduced form for each damage level, , and then to sum over possible values of . Similarly, Gelbach's proof assumes a distribution of / , but that is just the asymmetry of the stakes, which can vary while holding constant. cases are those in the shaded triangle on the left side. This makes sense, because cases are more likely to litigate when the parties are very optimistic ( is very positive and/or is very negative). It is easy to prove that the line separating litigated and settled cases, = ( + ) /( − ) + 2 /( − ), will always intersect the left and top sides of the square, as long as / < < 1. We can ignore ≥ 1, because we assumed above that < 1 (otherwise parties' estimates of might be negative). If ≤ / , then all cases settle, which is uninteresting empirically and irrelevant to an analysis of selection bias.
The fact that the line separating litigated and settled cases always intersects the left and top sides of the square means that the shaded area (litigated cases) is always above the line = . This allows us to prove that [ ] > [ ]. First, rewrite (1), the weighted average error terms given settlement, as follows:
(2) Consider the first term of (2). The line = − bisects the square. If the unshaded area (settled cases) were symmetric across that line, then the average value of + would be zero, and the average settlement would equal the average judgment. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the areas are not symmetric, because much more of the shaded area (litigated cases) is below the line = − . This is true because the slope, ( + )/( − ), is always greater than one, because litigation costs are positive ( > 0). This means that, in the unshaded area (settled cases), the average value of + is greater than zero, so [( + )/2] > 0, and the first term of (2) is greater than 0. Now consider the second term of (2). Because, as mentioned above, the shaded area (litigated cases) lies entirely above the line = , the average value of − among settled cases is positive, so the second term of (2) is also positive. Since both terms of (2) are positive, the entirety of (2) Furthermore, an upper bound can be placed on the average settlement as follows. Because and are independent and uniformly distributed, the fraction of the area of the square bounded by (− , − ) and ( , ) that is unshaded is the settlement rate, . Because the square bounded by (− , − ) and ( , ) is symmetric across both the horizontal and vertical axes: were an infinitesimally narrow vertical sliver at the left side of the square bounded by (− , − ) and ( , ), then, in that sliver, [(( − ) + ( + ) )/2 ] > −( + )/2, because the average value of in that sliver would be greater than zero, and would be greater than −1, because < 1. It follows that in the entire shaded area, [(( − ) + ( + ) )/2 ] > −( + )/2, because the average value of both and in the shaded area is greater than in the sliver. Since to assure plaintiff threat credibility, 0 < < , it must be that −( + )/2 > − . So: Consider first a defendant-offer model with a fixed damage level , but variable , the plaintiff type (i.e., the probability that the plaintiff will prevail at trial). Let 1 = + and 2 = + (2/ − 1). Given ≤ (1 − )/(2 − ), it is easy to check that ≤ 1 < 2 ≤ 1. The first inequality ensures that the plaintiff has a credible threat to go to trial. Note also that 2 − 1 = 2 (1 − )/ . Consider now a discrete distribution where plaintiffs are type 1 (weak plaintiffs) and 1 − plaintiffs are type 2 (strong plaintiffs).
The defendant has only two plausible offers: ( 1 − ) or ( 2 − ) . No other offer will strictly dominate these two. With an offer of ( 1 − ) , all weak plaintiffs will settle, all strong plaintiffs will go to trial, and the defendant's expected payout is [( 1 − ) + ( 2 + )(1 − )] . With an offer of ( 2 − ) , all plaintiff types will settle, and the defendant's expected payout is simply ( 2 − ) . Therefore, there will be a separating equilibrium as long as [( 1 − ) + ( 2 + )(1 − )] ≤ ( 2 − ) , 24 which comes out to 2 − 1 ≥ 2 (1 − )/ , which is satisfied. Within this separating equilibrium, the settlement rate is , the plaintiff trial win rate is 2 , the average amount of judgment awarded at trial is 2 (gross of attorney fees) and the observed settlement amount is ( 1 − ) = . The only observed positive judgment award is . Call this Game ∆ .
Consider now Game , the plaintiff-offer model. Defendants come in two types, 3 and defendant. We then have ≤ 3 < 4 ≤ 1 as long ≤ /2, which holds by assumption. In addition, 4 − 3 = 2 (1 − )/ . Here, suppose now that defendants come with type 4 (weak defendants) and 1 − defendants come with type 3 (strong defendants).
The plaintiff has only two rational demands: ( 3 + ) or ( 4 + ) . With a high demand of ( 4 + ) , all weak defendants settle, all strong defendants go to trial, and the plaintiff's expected payoff is [( 3 − )(1 − ) + ( 4 + ) ] . With a demand of ( 3 + ) , all defendants settle, and the plaintiff's expected payoff is ( 3 + ) . Therefore, there will be a separating equilibrium as long as [( 3 − )(1 − ) + ( 4 + ) ] ≥ ( 3 + ) , which comes out to 4 − 3 ≥ 2 (1 − )/ , which is satisfied. Within this separating equilibrium, the settlement rate is , the plaintiff trial win rate is 3 , the average judgment awarded at trial (including a judgment of 0) is 3 (gross of attorney fees) and the observed settlement amount is ( 4 + ) = . The only positive judgment awarded is . Now suppose the informational advantage is distributed such that Game and Game ∆ appear in an to 1 − ratio, where = (( − 1) /( (2/ − 1)) + 1) /2. Thus, the defendant has the informational advantage with probability . The fact that
Then in the combination of the two game types, the settlement rate is , the plaintiff trial win rate is 3 + (1 − ) 2 = + (1 − 2 ) (2/ − 1) = , the average judgment awarded at trial is , the average value (or the only value) of settlement is , and the only observed positive judgment is .
Finally, let vary according to the observed distribution of positive judgments, ( ), and let there be Game and Game ∆ for each , with the parameters set out in the previous paragraph. Then the distribution of judgments will be ( ), the distribution of settlements will be ( / )/ , and we can replicate the five facts we observe. As with the generalized screening model, consider first a plaintiff-offer signaling model with a fixed damage level . Suppose there are only two plaintiff types, 1 , 2 where < 1 = 2 − < 2 = − for some > 0. We will return to check the inequality conditions at the end.
Suppose plaintiffs are type 1 (weak plaintiffs) and 1 − plaintiffs are type 2 (strong plaintiffs). Consider the separating equilibrium in which the plaintiff of type 1 demands ( 1 + ) and the plaintiff of type 2 demands ( 2 + ) . The defendant accepts all settlement demands up to ( 1 + ) , accepts settlement demand of ( 2 + ) with probability , and rejects all other settlement demands.
In order to make sure the plaintiff of type 1 will not be incentivized to mimic type 2 , we need ( 1 + ) ≥ ( 2 + ) + ( 1 − ) (1 − ) or ≤ 2 /(2 + ).
25 Likewise, the plaintiff of type 2 will not have any incentive to deviate as long as ( 1 + ) ≤ ( 2 + ) + ( 2 − ) (1 − ) or ≥ 1 − /2 . Since 1 − /2 < 2 /(2 + ), any ∈ [1 − /2 , 2 /(2 + )] will work. For simplicity, we let = 1 − /2 . The defendant's belief function is given by the following: ( ) = 1 for < ( 2 + ) and 2 for ≥ ( 2 + ) .
Under this equilibrium, the settlement rate is = + (1 − ). Note that as approaches 1, will approach 1, and as approaches 0, will approach . The plaintiff trial win rate is 2 , and thus the expected value of trial is 2 . The average settlement amount is ((( 1 + ) + ( 2 + ) (1 − ))/( + (1 − ))) = ( − /( + (1 − ))) . Note that as approaches 0, nearly all observed settlement values are ( 2 + ) = . Consider now a defendant-offer signaling model with a fixed damage level , and suppose there are only two defendant types, 3 , 4 , where 3 = + < 4 = 3 + . 3 and 4 are the probabilities that the plaintiff will prevail at trial. Suppose 1 − defendants are type 3 (strong defendants) and defendants are type 4 (weak defendants). Take the separating equilibrium in which the defendant of type 3 demands ( 3 − ) and the defendant of type 4 demands ( 4 − ) . Proceeding as above, we obtain an equilibrium in which the settlement rate is = + (1 − ). The plaintiff trial win rate is 3 , and thus, the expected value of trial is 3 . The average settlement amount is ((( 4 − ) + ( 3 − ) (1 − ))/( + (1 − ))) = ( + /( + (1 − ))) . Note that as approaches 0, nearly all observed settlement values will simply be ( 3 − ) = . Now suppose the informational advantage is distributed such that the plaintiff-offer and defendant-offer signaling models appear in an : 1 − ratio, where ∈ [0,1]. That is, plaintiff has the informational advantage with probability . Then in the combination of the two game types, the settlement rate is + (1 − ), the plaintiff trial win rate is 2 + (1 − ) 3 = ( − ) + (1 − )( + ) = + (1 − 2 ) , the average judgment awarded at trial is therefore ( + (1 − 2 ) ) . If we set = (1 − (1 − ) / )/2, then the plaintiff win rate becomes . Note that ∈ (0,1) as long as |1 − | < , which holds by assumption. Therefore, the average judgment awarded at trial is . The average value of settlements is ( − (1 − )/ (( + (1 − )) )) = − ( (1 − ) / (( + (1 − )) )). As approaches zero, nearly all settlement values observed are in fact and the second term will vanish.
Finally, let vary according to the observed distribution, ( ), and let the plaintiff-offer and defendant-offer signaling models appear in to 1 − ratio for each . Let ( ) be the distribution of settlement values. In this case, for each , we will observe 3 settlement values, , ( − ) , and ( + ) , which appear in a (1 − ) : : (1 − ) ratio, where is very small and (1 − ) + + (1 − ) = . The probability density function of the resulting set of settlement values when ~( ) is given by ( ) = ((1 − ) ( / )/ + ( /( − ))/( − ) + (1 − ) ( /( + ))/( + ))/ . It is clear that as approaches zero, ( ) will approach ( / )/ in a pointwise manner. Therefore, given an observed settlement rate , choose to be arbitrarily close to (but smaller than) . In other words, let = − , for a small > 0. The corresponding value is /(1 − + ), which will be arbitrarily small as becomes arbitrarily small. Let = 2 (1 − ) = 2 (1 − + ). Then 1 = − − 2 (1 − + ) < − = 2 . Note that since < /(4 − 2 ), we can also find a suitable > 0 such that < /(4 − 2 + 2 ), which will ensure that < 1 . In addition, − = 2 < 1 is guaranteed since < 1. Furthermore, 3 = + > holds trivially and 4 = + + 2 (1 − + ) = + (3 − 2 + 2 ) < 1 for a sufficiently small since < (1 − )/(3 − 2 ). In particular, for 
